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► The highest 2015 Impact Factor among all regional geology journals focusing on the Iberian Peninsula and Latin America
► A reference journal in the fields of Geology and Earth Sciences, with a spotlight on Iberia, Latin America and the Mediterranean.
► Showcases high-quality, original findings in both basic and applied Earth Sciences
► Provides a forum for discussion between earth scientists working in Latin America, Iberia and surrounding regions

The Journal of Iberian Geology will consider for publication original, high-quality papers (including research articles, reviews and brief communications) dealing with different aspects of Earth Sciences in Latin America and the Caribbean, as well as the Mediterranean region, including Geology, Paleontology, Geophysics and Geochemistry. The journal welcomes research papers with regional appeal, but these should present results of international interest. The Journal accepts collections of selected original papers on topics within these scopes, which will be published as edited monographic issues.
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